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Langham Neighbourhood Development Plan – Community Consultation
PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS
THE EVOLUTION OF LANGHAM’S NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN

Chapter 1 – THE EARLY DAYS
1.1 The Statement of Consultation meets the requirements of Part 5, Section 15 of the Neighbourhood
Planning (General) Regulations 2012.
1.2 Throughout the process there have been detailed consultations with local residents, businesses and
stakeholders. Various means have been used to reach as wide an audience as possible, including use of
the Langham Village News, delivered to every home in the parish. Regular publicity for public meetings was
carried in local newspapers. The Langham Village website
http://www.langhaminrutland.org/neighbourhoodplan.htm has also carried details of the stages of the
Langham Neighbourhood Plan (LNP) throughout.
1.3 The Neighbourhood Plan Designated Area is the whole of the Parish of Langham, as approved by Rutland
County Council in December 2013.
An original steering group (LNPG) had been formed in June 2013, to include two Parish Councillors; further
members were recruited in December 2013 to a total of 7. Members of the steering group were present at
every public consultation to answer questions and listen to concerns; the results of every such public meeting
were subsequently made available.
In addition a member of the LPC was present at every LNPG meeting, and at every public consultation.
THE CONSULTATIONS
The key stages of the project showing all public consultations are as follows:
The programme of completed consultations is shown below. [Wording could be tightened to basic points &
whole inserted in box/table format if so desired]
16th May 2013

Agreement at Langham Parish Meeting to formation of group
to work on Neighbourhood Plan

June 2013

Steering group formed

August 2013

Langham Street Market used to publicize Neighbourhood Plan to community

December 2013
January 2014

Steering Group carry out RAG exercise
Steering Group propose draft Vision & Objectives

March-May 2014 Langham CE Primary School children build model of Langham Parish during weekly
After-school club
July 2014

Model of Parish used as centrepiece for public consultation event, together with displays,
presentations and Q&A sessions in Langham Village Hall

July-Sep 2014

Consultation data used to design questionnaires

October 2014

Questionnaire delivered to every adult and child in Langham Parish, with an electronic
version also available

December 2014

Questionnaires’ top level results communicated by flyer to all households

January - February 2015 Questionnaire results displayed at 6 public meetings over two Saturdays, together
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with presentations and recruitment of more volunteers to join 6 working groups
March - May 2015 Working Groups research draft proposals to be presented to
parishioners
4th July 2015

Public Consultation on proposed draft policies and community actions, with attendees
making comments on and choices between different proposals

August 2015

Call for Sites and Public Consultation via doorstep Survey flyer.

September – October 2015 Public consultation on pre-submission draft of Langham Neighbourhood Plan
held between 14th September and 15th October. Draft on village website and
hard copies also made available in the church, at the Community Post Office
and the pubs. Open Meeting for public comment held on
26th September. Draft LNP also sent to Rutland County Council for approval
and to an approved list of stakeholders, including Langham Parish Council.
October/November

Amendments made to the Draft

November 2015 Langham Neighbourhood Plan to Rutland County Council for Referendum
January 2016 Langham Neighbourhood Plan formally adopted
WHO WAS CONSULTED, HOW THEY WERE CONSULTED AND HOW THE ISSUES PRIORITIES AND
CONCERNS HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED
16th May 2013 Parish Meeting
The idea of a Neighbourhood Plan for Langham was first mooted at a parish meeting, and received
support from both the parish Council and the 80 members of the public who were present.
August 2013 Biennial Street Market
Further public interest was sought at the annual Village Street Market in August that year, when the public
were asked to sign to whether they:
 supported the development of a Neighbourhood Plan – 108 signatures were obtained
 whether they were willing to get involved – 10 people signed up
 whether they felt they were stakeholders who should be included. – 32 people identified as
stakeholders.

Two volunteers man the Langham Neighbourhood Plan stand at Langham Street Market August 2013
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12th December 2013 LNPG meeting to work on next steps
Members of the LNPG met to conduct a first stage high level review of issues and opportunities for the village.
The method was to annotate a map using green (good), amber (OK), or red (bad) stickers with the initial
thoughts concerning the village as it stands at the moment.
The responses are shown within the following 5 core areas:






Essential Infrastructure
Community & Economy
Natural Environment
Cultural Heritage
Housing & Development
The full results are in Appendix 1

By May 2014 the LNPG, using the above data, had developed a draft Vision, some draft top line objectives,
and some emerging themes which covered the interest expressed - either positive or negative. An
additional theme was added for Education and Development as a result of public comment.

Draft Vision for Langham

Continue to grow, develop and thrive as a parish, meeting the changing needs of the
community, whilst preserving the distinctive character, landscape and setting of the village,
which has evolved over centuries.

Themes Identified and top line objectives:
 Essential Infrastructure – Ensure the day to day needs of transport, communication
and services are well met
 Community and Economy – Develop our society and our economy to support the
changing needs of the community
 Natural Environment– Protect and enhance our natural assets for now and for the
future
 Cultural Heritage – Safeguard our heritage and enrich and celebrate our culture
 Education & Development – Provide opportunities for all ages to grow and enhance
their knowledge and skills
 Housing & Renewal – Meet the housing needs of current and future generations
through sustainable development
March – May 2014 Parish model made by Langham CE Primary School children
The next step was to consult the community on the suggested Vision and Objectives,
clarify the themes and to begin to suggest where further investigation would best be
focused.
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It was decided to start this process with the children of Langham Church of England
Primary School, who were invited to build a 3-dimensional representation of the
Parish of Langham to help with the full community consultation that would follow.
By June 2014 the children had completed the model, worked on at a weekly afterschool club. It was first used at school to get the views of the children about what
they liked and disliked about Langham, what they wanted to protect and what they
would like in addition. Their opinions were all captured on post-it notes, and were
subsequently used to design a questionnaire, specifically for the children, to provide
more detail backing up their comments.

Model of Langham Parish by children of Langham CE Primary School July 2014

4th July 2014 Public Consultation Day
A public consultation day was held in the Village Hall to gather the opinions of
parishioners the themes identified by the LNPG.
 The school’s parish model was used as the centrepiece of the day.
 There was also a short presentation repeated at 2-hourly intervals, so as to
maximise opportunities for public attendance.
 There was a large-scale display covering the 6 main themes that had been
identified, with the opportunity for people to write their comments on the drafts
that were presented.
 Almost 100 residents attended. Their ideas, comments and suggestions were
captured for further analysis as laid out below.
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Display boards covered with comments from Langham’s residents at the LNP Public Consultation Event in July 2014

A full breakdown can be found in Appendix 2
Back>>>>
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Chapter 2 – TAKING SHAPE
Preparation and distribution of LNP Questionnaire
Work then began in earnest to convert all this information into a questionnaire. The LNPG knew that every
single person must have an opportunity to speak their mind – and that their views would inform the final
content and thrust of the Langham Neighbourhood Plan.
What had become very clear with the involvement of the school children was that they were interested in
Langham’s future and wanted the opportunity to give their opinion.
So an adult questionnaire and a children’s questionnaire were designed. It was also felt that an explanatory
booklet would help people understand what the Neighbourhood Plan is about and that such a document
might help people answer in a more informed way.
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A copy of the questionnaire was delivered to every single resident in Langham in October 2014, and the
children at Langham Primary School were given class time to complete their own questionnaires (with a little
support where required.) An electronic version of the questionnaire was also made available online.
A full copy of both questionnaires is available in Appendix 3 and SP 1 & 2 Supplementary pages
Some 1169 adult questionnaires were delivered and 26% were returned.
185 Children’s Questionnaires were delivered and 43% were returned.
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December 2014 and early January 2015 were spent analysing all the questionnaires, producing tables,
graphs and comment summaries to ensure every comment was captured and the key issues were properly
identified.
Furthermore the Vision and Themes were refined as a result of the public’s comments, and clear threads of
activity were collected under each theme.
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Whilst this was happening, a top line summary was sent to all households in early December 2014, along with an
invitation to one of 6 open events to be held in January and February 2015 where the detailed results would be shared
and more views sought.
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At each of the six Public Events held on January 24th and February 21st 2015, the community of Langham was given a
short presentation on the progress and findings of the LNP so far, and the results of the questionnaires were displayed
for all to examine.
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Slides 13
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Some 120 residents attended these six events.
Residents were asked to sign up to help with the next stage of the project – to take each of the six themes and to
develop Policies for the way forward for Langham. 52 people offered their support. Each person chose which theme
they wished to work on and, with one member of the Steering Group heading up each Working Group, the groups
were able to begin the hard work needed.
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Public Session
Back>>>>
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Appendix 1 Results of RAG Exercise

Essential Infrastructure
Green (good)
Cycle access – great, BUT needs
to be safer crossing for school
(Catmose) children at
roundabout
Guard our footpaths

Amber (OK)
Langham by-pass?

Access to shopping in Oakham
via walkway/ regular bus
Langham junction (level crossing)
Canals – maintain and open up

Turning point entrance to
Langham Engineering if missed
way in village
Cycle access to Oakham
Shortcut land is fab from the
church to Joan’s eggs – please
keep for walks
Love walking along the little
green lane from the waste
treatment plant to Ashwell – feels
like walking in history

Red (bad)
Parking an issue for Wheatsheaf
and Noel Arms with school
parents using their car parks due
to lack of on-road parking
Walk – near sewage works –
farmer destroyed a circuit path
and annually eats into the path,
making it difficult to walk
Bend on road – dangerous and
fast, floods, too busy to get out –
NEED ROUNDABOUT
Dog poo bins – need more in the
East of the village please
Bus shelter absent at
Ranksborough – no shelter re
Melton Road No crossing pelican
to ‘include’ Ranksborough
Lack of pavement support along
Burley road without crossing the
road in village – road now very
busy
Road crossings around village
A606 junction needs improving
Need pedestrian controlled traffic
lights across A606
Corner of Polo field – blind bend
– access from drives too fast
Burley Road parking exiting
Ruddle Way - dangerous
Corner by school blocked by
traffic – Burley Road parking
Parking in village
Exit from Well Street onto 606 dangerous
SPEEDING
Traffic through village
Village Hall car parking lacking
Traffic – exit Bridge Street onto
606 – speeding into village from
Whissendine direction –
problems at school corner –
quantity of traffic on 606
TRANSPORT – need speed
reduction (front and back of
village) Melton and Oakham
roads
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Burley Road opposite Hubbards
Lodge is a dangerous corner
No path to Ashwell from
roundabout

Community & Economy
Green (good)
School sustained vibrant centre
of future community
Langham school - excellent

Keep the Post Office

Amber (OK)
Play area - lovely, but I worry
about the remote locations –
children need supervision
Great school 91/100 top schools
in UK – parking an issue

Red (bad)
Lack of suitable places for dog
walkers

Post office – bad that hours are
reduced, but happy that we have
one in the village hall

Bus service needs to be
improved i.e. more stops for the
elderly
Farmers – bird scaring noise

Village hall is fabulous, clean and
modern
Polo field – good for recreational
use, tourist attraction and unique
to Langham
Defibrillator – fantastic facility –
well done Terry Manning

Food shop needed in place of
parking, but which location –
possibly outside the centre of the
village

Bird scarers – annoying for early
months of year – early mornings
Not a very wooded landscape
surrounding village – would like
more woodlands for recreation
School – better location away
from A606 with a bigger playing
field
School limited by land for
enlargement or for sports
grounds
What’s going to happen to the
Polo Field?

Working farms surrounding
Langham
2 pubs are great The Wheatsheaf
and the Noel Arms.

Natural Environment
Green (good)
Stream through the village –
wildlife facility in various parts of
village – needs continuity
Views to Rutland water from
higher ground around the village
– really important

Amber (OK)

Red (bad)
Flooding in stream – needs
regular management
Watch our stream – it needs to
be kept clear – not all riparian
owners do their clearing (but it’s
not easy to do)

Cultural Heritage
Green (good)
St Peter and St Paul church is a
real hub for the village – excellent
vicar

Amber (OK)
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Red (bad)
The amount of signs in the village
– spoils the character of the
historic core
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Allotments – keep them and
improve them
Keep Allotment area as it is
‘Old’ centre of village – green
spaces are good and should be
kept
Like to see the ridge and furrow
fields as they retain the historic
character of this rural farming
village
The church is good

Housing & Development
Green (good)
Future plans for the development
of the prison

Amber (OK)

Ashwell – Kimball Close – good
housing style
Expand the burial ground
Residential opportunities north
west of the village

Red (bad)
Concerned over future land use
between the Garden Centre and
the salt depot
Maintain/ have clear separation
between Langham Parish and
Oakham North
Development plans for
Hawksmead/Rutland Agricultural
Society area
Residential – south of Langham –
NO MORE! Not enough
bungalows
Traveller site at level crossing
Fragility of the land – planning
creep – industry/ housing? Need
to create a protected green buffer
to protect village from merging
with Oakham

Back>>>>
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Appendix 2 July 2014 Consultation
ESSENTIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
50 comments






































Wider footpath along Burley Road needed for walk to school
Request for continuous pathway along Burley Road from school to ‘corner leaving village’ for users
of mobility scooters (3 comments, 1 of which points out need to cross this road to get onto opposite
pavement with scooter)
Footpath along Burley Road acceptable as far as Hubbards Lodge but no further as this ‘will mean
urbanisation outside planned limits of development.’
Better lighting & extension of footpath along Burley Road to housing by Hubbards Lodge
Request for pathway along Burley road to Ashwell; access to Ashwell Gym by bike or walking
difficult
Reduce speeding traffic down Burley Road between Ruddle Way & outskirts of village
Impose 40 mph limit along Burley Road to junction with roundabout on Ashwell Road
Provide roundabout at Oakham-to-Melton Road/Burley Road to slow traffic and reduce noise (3
requests, 1 of which wants ‘large’ roundabout)
Dangerous corner for traffic turning right from A606 into Burley Road
‘Main road is dangerous’
Take charge of A606 though village by traffic humps control
Take control of the main road by use of sleeping policemen & pelican crossing
Traffic calming on A606 (2)
Traffic control on A606 near The Range
Traffic calming in Portugal: speeding traffic on entrance to a village causes traffic lights to turn red,
thus ensuring drivers learn to obey limits
Access to Melton Road from Manor Lane is ‘hair-raising’/speed of traffic on Manor Lane
‘horrendous’
Speed of traffic on Ashwell Road: dangerous to join from properties & driveways
Provide traffic light-controlled crossing on A606 for easier crossing from Ranksborough to village
Pelican crossing at Ranksborough
Move 30 mph sign north to junction with Whissendine Road
Straighten up the ‘y’ junction of the Whissendine Road onto A606 to provide clear vision of traffic
approaching at speed from Melton
Provide by-pass but with careful planning to protect affected farmland: or provide road round village
(2 requests for bypass, 1 for road)
Do not provide by-pass for A606 as this will bisect other fields to the ‘downfall of the village
boundary’
No bypass as this will encourage infill – i.e. more houses
Traffic problems at school
Parking near school causes danger
Create school car park to overcome traffic problems
RCC should mark out road adjacent to school for parking for staff/parents
Both spaces & drop-off situation re parking near school need attention
School parking issue: why not close/restrict the road during school hours?
Need to resolve daily parking blockage along Burley Road
Street lamp needed on New Lane (from church to Ruddle Way) (2 requests)
Essential to have lighting at the end of The Range to cross A606 at night
Put whole village on same electricity supply – at present some from Melton, some from Oakham
Maintain village roads by filling potholes – a second & particular comment on those in Harewood
Close
Suggestion that houses should have car ports, not garages so that people would use space
properly.
More frequent bus services
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Lobby government for investment in better ‘mobile infrastructure’ to encourage home workers: this
will help generate local businesses & direct money into local economy
Mickley Lane requires maintenance by council
Keep hedges cut back from footpaths (2 comments)
Improve clearing of footpaths, especially on Burley Road
Keep all paths clear all year round from leaves etc.

The Model of Langham Parish covered in comments at the July 2014 public event for Langham Neighbourhood Plan

COMMUNITY & ECONOMY
31 comments



























Suggest that newcomers & commuters could be encouraged to take more interest in village
activities.
Need village shop again – a co-operative? (2 suggestions)
More shops in Langham
Bypass needed
Bypass (pipe dream)
No jobs for young people within village
Need for improved paths & safer route to school
Full-time post office with nearby parking (2 requests)
Keep post office for personal & business use
Encourage village to support existing post office
Post office
Use buildings at Noel Arms for small shop
Noel Arms owned by Punch Taverns – aim to make money, not to provide village pub. Govt. is
pushing for pubs to be run by villages. Langham should purchase it & use if for shop, PO, café etc.
Wheat-sheaf car park as central location for shop/post office
More rugged equipment for play park (as at Whitwell) would encourage use of area
Try to establish village shop with regular opening/closing hours
Village shop to avoid need to go into Oakham to shop
Need for shop to give village status of ‘hub’
Noel Arms to double as village shop?
Useful to have directory of many businesses that exist in village
Establish more village-wide events to encourage new/younger people to get involved & support
village facilities & buildings
Encourage home-based businesses & provide opportunity to work from home with optimal
communications facilities
How to support & include older residents
Bypass would allow villagers to walk around village in safety – current increase in large vehicle
through traffic
Mobile signal coverage not great
More central play area for children
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Encourage more village wide events like street market
If village hall was relocated, old building could be used as internet café, social centre, small shop
Central building could be used as community centre/IT hub for development of skills/central café
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
49 responses











































Preserve green spaces within village
Maintain green buffer-zone south of village to bypass (6 comments, 1 of which wants trees &
hedges as buffer zone, & another wants boundary to extend to east of village)
Keep boundary from Oakham to Langham free from housing
Protect green belt to to S & E of the village from encroachment of development from both outside
and from village itself
An area to exercise dogs (e.g. to throw a ball – farmers don’t like this)
Area for exercising dogs off the lead
Footpath from Ashwell Road (ridge) to Burley Road/Mickley Lane – not large dog friendly as bars far
too low
Appreciation of local dog walking facilities
Dog walkers should respect farmers’ crops by keeping dogs on leads & clearing up mess; this might
result in better relations between the 2 parties
Encourage farmers to respect wildlife - e.g. don’t remove hedgerows
Appreciation of play park on edge of village but request for play equipment for older children
Importance of green areas within parish – need to link them together
Appreciation of woodland area – need to preserve for future
Maybe see if a woodland could be established anywhere around the village (!)
Preserve existing environment
Need for a ‘village centre’ –a green designated space?
Don’t cut down trees
Set up a tree warden group to help protect important trees
Protect footpaths & old hedges effectively
Don’t let farmers encroach on public footpaths
Create more public footpaths in fields around village
Concern for footpaths, stiles & bridle paths
Our foot paths good – future standards will be higher: access stiles & path surfaces mean that
sharing with bridle ways impossible
No more building between Langham & Oakham
Maintain the brook properly so it is kept free from flooding
Care for brook – needs annual maintenance – for children/school interest; involvement of riparian
owners & parish council
Brook should be cleared & maintained as it was ‘many years ago’
Care for the brook & maintain village boundary
Parish council should insist on all riparian owners keeping stream clear: non-compliance should
result in RCC clearing brook & sending bill to non-compliers (with previous warning)
Some more rivers for exploring (!)
Park/green area for dogs/walkers
More parks to play with ‘my friends’
More play equipment in park
Protect green spaces of church & Baptist chapel
Leave any ridge & furrow land: do not allow building on it
Keep to existing planned limits of development
Maintain paths, hedges & grass areas within parish (2)
Keep all existing small greens & verges: do not allow use for parking
Retain allotments & play park – no building
Resist all urbanization
Promote wildlife & ecosystem, so that residents know how important these are & how they work
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Need for more diverse range of good quality habitats in & around village
Establish a community orchard
CULTURAL HERITAGE
22 comments

























Return post office to village
Need post office & shop in centre of village as ‘community focus’
Need for general store & P.O.
Provide focal point for village – say village green?
Maintain development & cultural heritage
Youth club? Different age groups? Survey to find out what different groups might like to do – cycling
etc
Keep the signal box
Village shop would be very useful (there used to be 3 shops, Post Office, bakery, dairy)
Appreciation of village show, especially as school involved
Preserve traditional small; greens: ban parking on these & on verges
Parish church – historic heritage – needs support of building & fabric irrespective of beliefs
Provide sports ground for cricket club & other activities
Promote recreation using green fields – e,g, riding, rural sports etc to protect land between
Langham & Oakham
Maintain core look & feel of village
Encourage people more not to leave litter
Maps showing a) conservation areas & b) planned limits of development would be useful
Make as easy as possible organization of money-raising events to maintain church, village hall, &
application for external grants
Resist over-development
Use east side of church yard – flatten grave stones still standing, install seats instead & make this
into ‘village green’
We need to pay extra council tax so parish council can have bigger share & therefor pay larger
annual sum towards maintaining church fabric
Disabled parking bay at village hall
Noel Arms – perhaps look at community buy-out so there is independent pub
More defibrillators round village
EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT
25 comments


















Traffic congestion outside school on A606/Burley Road (2)
Dislike of zebra crossing & suggestion of ‘crossing on our own’
Request for lollypop lady
Volunteer from village offers to job-share re-instated lollypop lady service
Need for proper drop off point/better parking for parents delivering children (3)
Need to encourage parents to observe Highway Code when delivering/collecting
Encourage parents to use alternative methods of transport to school
Need for wider/safer path to school (no specific area mentioned)
Number of children at the school should not be increased
Stagger school leaving time to reduce traffic congestion
Will school be able to cater for children from non-C of E families if size of village increases?
Ensure that village children can go to Catmose College
Encourage school children to be more considerate of Langham residents
Keep identity of school
Provide adult education classes in village hall
School development constricted by lack of space: expansion needed (2)
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New playing fields needed within village
Praise for school but more space needed
School very good – are future requirements for land covered?
If school needs more space & is moved, what could happen to current school buildings?
Move school (and village hall) to polo field: this provides bigger playing fields and releases area for
building
Supports education & development - but how can village achieve this over & above existing clubs &
societies?
HOUSING & RENEWAL
28 Comments






























Protect area from bypass to edge of village at Sharrads & Polo field
Play area for young children (swings etc) in village centre
Need housing for families & elderly (social housing)
Housing for elderly (2 comments)
More appropriate housing for elderly & disabled access
More small single person bungalows (or houses) to allow older people the choice to stay
Housing will fund many projects in village
Houses for small families
Social housing integrated, not segregated
Any housing scheme, particularly community housing, should be integrated, not segregated
New houses are not necessary for community renewal: community changes all the time as houses
are bought & sold.
More cottages, less modern houses
Use whole of parish to consider where new small enclaves of houses could be built – better than
new ‘block’ of housing
Don’t infill housing too much – need to disperse the village with new housing in new areas
No more housing
Concerns over RCC planning decisions – The Paddocks allowed while others are denied right even
to add a room to their home
No more travellers’ sites should be allowed
Allotments in west part of village
Move school to east side of Langham & develop current site for housing
Move school & village hall to polo field + car parking. This will release land for building (school) &
village green (village hall)
Maps showing a) conservation areas b) planned limits of development would be useful
Protect existing planned limits of development
Use mediaeval plan/map to identify small enclaves of ‘new build’ – preferably in stone or local
materials
New houses should reflect village – stone or brick
Have more of a voice on the RCC & make them justify & hold them responsible for recent poor
planning decisions
Don’t allow new houses in ridiculous places – e.g. 2 new houses on bend of Burley Road near polo
ground
Push for consistency in planning & restrict further development
Stop building of unaffordable housing so as to reduce number of rented houses in village – i.e.
increase sense of ownership of people living here who can afford to buy
Back>>>>
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Appendix 3
Adult Questionnaire
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Children’s Questionnaire
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Appendix 4

Adult Questionnaire Results
ESSENTIAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
A606 and Bypass

262 comments

Q1: Are there any changes needed with regards access to and
around the Parish?
Something needs to be done about the speed, volume and noise of
traffic on the A606. The bypass is offered as a solution by many

70

27%

Road/Footpath
maintenance

49

19%

We need some footpaths where there are none, we need better
ones in some places and we need to maintain them better. Roads
are full of pot holes, dirty, and poorly surfaced

Traffic Speed and
size through village

40

16%

Parking in village

42

16%

Concerns expressed are about traffic flow through the minor roads
in Langham. The causes of reduced flow were attributed to the
speed and size of vehicles along these roads and/or to the excessive
and inconsiderate parking at certain times and in certain places

Bus Service

30

12%

Though valued, the bus service could be even better – more
frequent, run later in the evenings and stop in more places

Speed controls and the regulation of HGVs give the highest number of votes for needing much change; the
maintenance of both roads and footpaths needs some attention as does the parking situation. Lighting and bus
service need some change whilst cycle paths for most people need little or no changes
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ESSENTIAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
Phone Signal

79 comments

Q2: Are any changes needed to our technology infrastructure?

33

42%

The comments here are about how weak and/or erratic the signal
strength is in Langham - making it an unreliable area for mobile phone
use.

Mobile Coverage

24

30%

The Mobile Phone coverage for different suppliers varies - from none
from Vodaphone, through little from O2 to poor for many of the rest

Broadband Speed

15

19%

Whilst it is acknowledged that the upgrade in broadband has made a
difference, it is still seen as limited, slow and expensive to upgrade

The biggest cause for concern seems to be the mobile phone signal - but there seems to be general dissatisfaction
with both broadband speed and mobile phone signal strength & coverage
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ESSENTIAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
Bin collections

64 comments

Q3: Are any changes needed to our utilities?

19

34%

20% of respondents are happy with the collection of bins; however
80% suggest an increased frequency - perhaps more in the summer
months to prevent smell, and perhaps green bin collection could
extend further into winter to help gardeners with their green waste

Water pressure

11

19%

Electricity

11

19%

It is mostly residents of Ranksborough who have concerns about
water pressure..
Dislike the frequency of power cuts - some suggest renewable
energy as an addition

Flooding

9

16%

The concerns about flooding in the village are attributed to drains,
sewers and the brook - all of which need attention to improve their
effectiveness in removing excess water.

Sewerage

7

12%

The sewage works is seen, on occasion, still to smell - and there is a
view that any increase in the numbers of houses might put too
much pressure on an already heavily burdened sewage plant in
Langham

There is seen to be little or no need for change to our utilities.
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COMMUNITY &
ECONOMY
Shop/PO

119 comments

Q5: How important are the following to the community, and do
they need changing?
The desire for a village shop is clear - combining it with a Past Office
seems to be, generally, an obvious choice - however comments are
tempered with a realisation that it probably needs to be a
community owned and run shop, and that its viability is far from
certain

63

52%

Pubs/Community
Café

12

10%

Meeting socially for a drink is important and the pubs and
community café provide this. However, perhaps the 2 pubs should
get together and agree how to provide an overall offer to Langham,
and then work at improving that offer.

Play Area/Sports
Area

9

8%

The play area is much valued, but some suggest its location is not
ideal and it should be moved, whilst others suggest improvements.
This area does not provide sufficient flexibility for a range of sports,
so new sports areas are called for.

The village hall and post office are very important to the parish in creating a sense of community, with the pubs and
the children’s play area closely behind. Even though we don't have one, a village shop scored almost as high. While
allotments, churches, burial ground, mobile library and village hall were seen to need no change, there is a
requirement for more activities for teenagers.

COMMUNITY &
ECONOMY
Teenagers

42 Comments

Q6: How important are group activities for the following, and how
well are they provided?
There is a common view that there is not enough in the parish to
entertain and engage teenagers

10

24%

Adults

7

17%

Comments here suggest more could be done here to engage
different groups such as home-workers, mothers and housebound
folk,

Retired People

6

15%

Suggestion here is that there should be more physical activities
specifically for the retired - perhaps even those who are not as
mobile as they used to be!

All Villagers

5

12%

We do a lot, but could do more to involve the whole community in
different activities
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All groups are equally important - although retired folk are slightly more so, as are teenagers and family. However,
where retired folk and family are seen to be fairly well provided for, it is the activities for teenagers that are most in
need of improvement.

COMMUNITY &
ECONOMY
Langham News

132 comments

Q7/8: Do you feel well informed in Langham? How useful are the
following communication methods?
Overwhelmingly the comments were that Langham News is a useful
and much valued communication to the Parish; there were some
suggestions about bringing in some more modern elements for
younger people, and some said they did not receive copies.

47

41%

Notice
Boards/Posters

22

19%

Whilst people felt the notice boards did a great job, there was a
strong view that they need some tidying up and some maintenance
attention.
Most respondents said they spot the posters as they go for a walk there is an acknowledgement though that not everyone can go for a
walk.

Langham Lookout

16

14%

Generally the comments say Langham Lookout does a good job
informing people about urgent planning issues affecting the parish;
however a number of comments were that they didn't know
anything about it
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90% of people who responded feel they are fairly,
or, very, well informed

NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT

77 comments

All were seen to be useful/fairly useful to over 84% of
respondents; Langham News received the most 'very
useful ' votes at 77%. Word-of- mouth was suggested by
8 other respondents.

Q9: How important are the following, and how effectively are they
managed?

Canal/Brook

18

23%

Whilst comments on the brook were mostly about maintaining it
better to reduce flooding, the emphasis on the canal was on the fact
that it is an underused and potentially beautiful & thriving natural
asset

Green Spaces in
and around

16

21%

Green spaces are seen as important, but there is a general view that
we could all do more to ensure we maintain them and keep them
tidy
The unanimous view was that the fields around Langham- those that
define the Parish boundaries - are important not only for
Biodiversity, but also to hold back 'urban creep'

Biodiversity and
Wildlife

15

20%

The importance of Biodiversity and Wildlife is stressed here, and
emphasis put on the importance of managing, maintaining and even
creating various natural habitats throughout the parish

Walk/Bridleways

10

13%

The words used repeatedly here to describe the walks and
bridleways in Langham Parish are 'overgrown' and 'poor repair’
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80% of responses were 'very important' and the scores were similar for most categories. Allotments, biodiversity and
canal are fairly important. The burial ground is the most effectively managed with the allotments a close second. The
canal, the brook, biodiversity and walks & bridleways are the least well managed. Most of the others are managed
fairly well.

NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT

53 comments

Q10: How important are the following activities, and how accessible
are they?

Country walks

18

34%

Whilst country walks are valued, much can be done to improve the
maintenance of the rural footpaths; walking on roads without
pavements is seen to be hazardous.

Dog Walking

16

30%

Of 14 responses, 7 suggested a designated dog-walking area where
dogs could be let off the lead safely, 4 expressed concern about dogpoo, and said how unsafe it is on Ashwell Road when walking a dog

Cycling

9

17%

Most comments here were about the danger of cycling both TO the
cyclist and FROM the cyclists

Horse Riding

7

13%

It is not so easy to ride a horse today – fewer places to hire, keep
and/or ride a horse. More riding on the road is dangerous.
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Country walking received the most 'very important' votes at 85%; dog walking, cycling and family activities scored
around 60%, whilst horse riding scored 40% - which is still quite high. In terms of accessibility though, whilst none
were seen as difficult to access, family activities are seen to need the most work to improve their accessibility.

NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT

77 comments

Q11/12: How important should energy sustainability be for Langham
Parish? Which of the following options would be appropriate for
Langham Parish?

Solar Panels - YES

16

21%

Solar Panels on houses - especially on new-builds and some of the
larger buildings (e.g. Village Hall) are a good idea. A few respondents
stressed the importance that these panels be as inconspicuous
(either hidden or blending) as possible

Anaerobic Digester/
Wind Farms/ Solar
Farms - NO

15

19%

Generally Anaerobic Digesters were seen to be inappropriate for
Langham - however, small-scale use on farms where the raw material
and end product are used is seen to have some value. Wind and Solar
Farms are seen as too large and intrusive – if, indeed, they are
efficient!

Depends on
Location

11

14%

The general view was that decisions about the appropriateness of
renewable energy would need to take into consideration both where
the energy 'generator' would be placed but also that the energy 'end
user' should be local

Ownership?

10

13%

Is this a personal, local, national or global issue; does the response sit
with individuals, communities or governments?
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62% feel that sustainable energy is important - only 5% say it is NOT important.

Solar panels are the most appropriate form of renewable energy for Langham - with wind farms & anaerobic
digesters as the most unacceptable.

CULTURAL
HERITAGE
Conservation status

39 comments
16

42%

Q13: How important is it to protect and preserve the historical
character of Langham Parish?
70% of these respondents were strongly in favour of retaining
Conservation Status and acknowledge how important it is; the rest
either felt that the status was not particularly well managed or
controlled, or suggested that the status was unnecessary - even to the
extent of merely giving someone an admin job to do.
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Wells/Pumps

7

18%

Most comments were corrections – it is a pump on Well Street, not a
well. The wells (plural) are privately owned and in people’s back
gardens. That said, the views expressed were that these pumps and
wells represent part of Langham’s history and should be cared for
accordingly.

Trees

4

11%

Trees are important to the rural character of the parish. Whilst age
may necessitate the removal of some they should be replaced with
new planting. Care and maintenance of all trees is important.

This question produced some of the most consistently high scores for importance. Between
80% and 86% marked churchyard, historical pathways & bridleways and key buildings 'very
important'. Statues, trees and conservation status scored almost as many 'very important'
votes at around 75%.
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CULTURAL
HERITAGE
Green Spaces

37 comments

Q14: How important is it to retain open green spaces throughout
Langham?
Most respondents said that the retention of green spaces
throughout the village is important to the character and nature of
the village - however a few felt that some of the green spaces
could be used differently - whilst a couple said either that they
didn’t know there were any or felt they had all disappeared
already.

15

40%

Green Barrier

8

21.5%

All respondents stress the importance of keeping the belt of green
fields around the village and along the parish boundaries emphasis is on the southern part of the parish

Polo Field

8

21.5%

All respondents felt the Polo Field was important to keep - either
as a protection from urban encroachment from the south, or for
additional residents' use – such as other sporting activities, or a
dog walking area.

Munday’s Close

4

11%

Whilst seen as important and popular this Play Area for young
children is seen to be in the wrong location – some call to move it
more centrally, some to have additional play areas.

The scores here are quite close which reflects a view that green spaces in the village are important; the highest scores
are for green spaces within the village itself, for the fields around the inside of Langham boundary and for Munday's
Close with its play area and woodland walk. The bowling green and polo field are seen as slightly less important - and it
is worth remembering these are both privately owned.
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EDUCATION &
DEVELOPMENT

47comments

Q15: How important are the following educational facilities and how
well do you think the parish is served?

Primary School

9

21%

Most comments are about what a great school Langham Primary
School is - though there were a couple of concerns about residents'
children not being guaranteed a place.

Higher Education

7

16%

Half of these respondents recognise that good Higher Education is
accessible close by, half are concerned that it is not as available as it
should be

Secondary School

7

16%

Whilst it is recognised that Secondary Education requires a little
travel, there is a fear of overcrowding, lack of choice and not
automatically being eligible for the nearest school.

Adult Learning

6

14%

Adult Education is seen to be missing in Langham and the suggestion
is that there is certainly likely to be a demand

Langham Primary school is seen to provide a very important educational offering extremely well. On the other hand,
whilst secondary education scored only a little less than the primary school on the importance scale, its provision is
seen to be poor. Facilities for the very young are important and fairly well provided. The two areas which are seen as
important but provision is quite poor are higher education and hobbies & crafts.
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2 out of 3 respondents feel that there are sufficient activities available and accessible to Langham residents however, this still means 1 out of 3 feel we could do more.
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HOUSING &
RENEWAL

166 comments

Q18/20: How many new homes should be built in the Parish during
the next 15 years? Where would you like to see any new
development within the Parish?
There is recognition that growth is important, but that any housing
should be well thought through, and controlled sensitively to ensure
the fundamental character of Langham is maintained

Growth in keeping stay as a village

41

26%

Oakham Suburb –
protect southern
boundary

39

25%

Strong views that housing development must not be allowed South
of Langham village, or indeed, north of Oakham bypass, in order that
Langham does not become a suburb of Oakham - as with
Barleythorpe

Too many already

24

15%

There is no need for more houses - there have been too many built
already.

When asked how many new homes should be built, 23% said NONE, 45% said fewer than 2 per year and a
further 23% said fewer than 4 per year.

Over the next 12 years, 90% say there should be fewer than 50 new houses built, which is around 4 per year; of that
90%, over half say there should be fewer than 2 houses per year built, and over a quarter believe we should have no
new houses at all.
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HOUSING & RENEWAL

49 comments

Q19: What do you think about the current composition of housing in
Langham Parish?
There is a strong view that there are too many Traveller/Gypsy homes
in Langham already

No more Traveller
homes

11

22%

Retirement Homes

8

16%

More housing to help those who, on reaching retirement age, would
like to downsize but stay in the village an feel safe

Starter Homes

6

12%

There is a recognition that we need more young people in the village,
either new blood or children of existing residents - and so we need
enough starter homes to enable them to do so

3-storey Housing

3

6%

No more 3-storey houses, there are too many already.

Care Homes

3

6%

More care homes or a single Care Home

When asked how many new homes a year should be built, 23% said NONE, 45% said fewer than 2 per year, and a
further 25% said fewer than 4 per year.
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The strongest response is that there are too many Traveller/Gypsy homes in the parish. There is a much smaller
response, but still distinct, that there may be too many Park Homes, Holiday Homes and 3-storey homes. In terms of
the type of new housing most favoured, Affordable Homes, Retirement Homes and Eco-Homes score highest.
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Whilst growth is an important strategy for any community, the questions are where and how much. The responses
to this question suggest that most people feel we have enough or too many houses already. There is a clear
emphasis on development being kept out of the village itself and away from the southern part of the parish. If there
were to be development, the north, the east and the west are slightly more favoured.

GENERAL COMMENTS
Friendly

230
comments
42
18%

Q21: What do you most like about living in Langham Parish?
The friendliness of the people is the hands-down winner of why
people love Langham

Easy Access to
Towns/Cities & Transport
Links

41

18%

Whilst being in the countryside, from Langham it is easy to access
towns like Oakham and larger regional cities, as well as London
…..and even airports to the rest of the world

Countryside & Fresh Air

29

14%

The countryside is something mentioned by all here - the fresh,
clean air, lots of open space, pleasant surroundings and safe
environment

It is a ‘Living Village’
growing and evolving
naturally
Countryside and Fresh Air

31

14%

There is a sense that Langham is a rural village that is being allowed
to grow and develop gently and carefully by residents who love it

29

14%

Quiet & Safe

22

10%

The countryside is something mentioned by all here – the fresh,
clean air, lots of open space, pleasant surroundings and safe
environment
The peace, the quiet, the tranquillity are all mentioned here

A606

11
1
36

28%

Many comments on speed, volume and noise of traffic on the A606

9%

Many people dislike having no store and having an infrequent Post
Office service. It was acknowledged by some, however, that a local
store MAY not be viable.

Having no Shop
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Parking within village

30

7.5%

Concerns expressed here are about traffic flow through the minor
roads in Langham -mostly the challenges of excessive parking at
certain times and in certain places

Apathy – not everyone
joins in

19

5%

Whilst a lot happens in the village, it is felt that too few people put
the work in

Oakham Suburb Fear

17

4%

People are really concerned that we may end up like Barleythorpe a suburb of Oakham North

Noise

17

4%

Traffic noise spoils the tranquillity of the parish

GENERAL COMMENTS
A606/Bypass

517
comments
84
16%

Q23: What are the three key things you would do to improve
Langham Parish?
Something needs to be done about the speed, volume and noise of
traffic on the A606
We need a bypass to take the traffic away from the A606 which cuts
our village in half

Shop

81

16%

Many people have expressed the desire to have a local store plus
increased access to a Post Office; a proportion of these suggest it is
a community shop - and a few acknowledge that it may not be
viable

Traffic & Parking within
village

71

14%

Concerns expressed are about traffic flow through the minor roads
in Langham - including the challenges of excessive parking at certain
times and in certain places, as well as speed (and size) of vehicles
along these roads

GENERAL COMMENTS

103
comments

Q24: Are there any additional comments you would like to add?

Thanks to LNPG

18

18%

Whilst thanks were offered, more than half came either with a
criticism of the questionnaire format, or with a warning that nought
may come of the whole project.

Love Living here

10

10%

Comments were made about how lucky we are to live in a place like
Langham.

Fear of becoming Oakham
Suburb

7

7%

“Don't let us become Oakham Suburb’ was a final plea from some

Bypass/Traffic Calming

7

7%

Whilst some recognise that a bypass may not happen, the need for
traffic calming is high

Well Done!

6

6%

The opportunity was taken by some to thank those that contribute
to the village – with special mention made of Langham Parish
Council, Langham Neighbourhood Plan Group and the Village Hall
Committee.
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Children’s Questionnaire Results
Q1a. How old are you?
We handed out 200 children's questionnaires and 82 Langham Primary School Children responded
(43%), either at school with their teachers or at home with their parents. The youngest respondents were
aged 5 - there were 11 of these (13%); the majority - 25 - were 9 years old and this group made up 30%
of the responses. We even had a response from an 11 year old.

Q1b. Do you live in Langham Parish?
Just under half of the respondents lived in Langham

Q1c. Do you go to Langham CE Primary School?
All the questionnaires were completed by children from Langham School – it was difficult for us to identify
where Langham children who went to other schools lived, so we were unable to target them with a
questionnaire

Q1d. How do you travel to school and home again?
78% of children travelled to and from school always using the same method - 40% of these always
travelled by car whilst 36% always walked, and 16% used the bus - the other 5 children used horse,
scooter of bike. Of those 22% who varied the means of getting to and from school car was most used,
scooter and bus next, and walking and cycling next

Q1e. Tell us what you like about Langham School, and say if you think it could be even better?
The largest response to this question was After School Clubs - 80% said they liked them and there was
no need for improvement. 2 out of 3 respondents said they were happy with Spaces to Play/Playing, but
1 out of 3 felt there was room for improvement. Most concern expressed was in the state of the pathways
to school and, to a lesser extend, the experience of being dropped off at school.

Q1f. What are your hobbies?
Chief amongst the hobbies of this group are swimming and football - 25 % declared these; Dancing,
Cycling, Horse Riding, Gymnastics and Art were popular with around 12%.

Q2a. Is Langham Parish a good place to live?
The good news is no-one said they disliked living in Langham; however only 56% said they liked it whilst the others were less enthusiastic, ticking the 'It's OK' box
Q2b. What places and things in Langham do you like, and which ones don’t you like?
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This question received quite a few 'don't know' responses, which is probably to be expected when you
acknowledge that almost half are not Langham residents. Village Hall, Houses, Fields, Animals and Birds
were the most popular - about 82% saying they like them. Village Post Box, Farms, the Pubs and the
Play Area are all liked by around 60%. Although there were very few ticks in the 'don't like' boxes,
interestingly the highest score here was also for the Play Area (about 12%)

Q3a. Is Langham a fun place with lots to do?
This question didn't generate a resounding 'thumbs up' for Langham - 52% could only manage a
comment that it was an OK place as far as being fun with lots to do. Around a quarter of respondents
thought Langham IS fun with lots to do, but nearly 16% said there was not much to do in Langham
Q3b. What do you like to do in Langham, and which don’t you like to do?
Enjoying the countryside and cycling were clear favourites here, although being in a club and the cinema
nights were close behind. Interestingly the Play Area scored quite high. Fishing didn't score very well and skate boarding seems to be completely out of fashion.

Q4a. Here are some ideas to make Langham Parish better – do you agree?
It seems that children would like a lot of new things to improve Langham for their generation - hands
down winners are the swimming pool, more things to do in the Play Area (e.g. zip wire) and a village
shop; more sports is very high on the agenda as is an animal park/farm and a dog walking area. Wind
turbines and a train station have generated the most 'No' votes.

Q4b. Have you got any other ideas?
The strongest suggestion to improve Langham for children seems to be to improve the number of sports
activities as well as increase/improve places to hold them. The shop also is a popular suggestion, as it is
with the adults - however what the children want to buy there tends to be high in sugar content.
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